REMOTE MONITORING
SERVICES

YOU INVESTED IN SECURITY
CAMERAS
Fire, break-ins, and vandalism
could severely impact your
IT TOOK HARD WORK
business, ruining its chances for
You likely have a great deal of money survival
invested in your property, including
An excellent step to take in
product inventory, of ce and
securing what you value is
administrative equipment, and other investing in surveillance
assets you have worked hard to
cameras.
attain.

ARE YOUR SECURITY CAMERAS
GOING TO BE USEFUL WHEN
YOU NEED THEM?
Last night’s recording of a
break in will not stop crime in
real-time. You likely don’t want
to spend your free time
monitoring the surveillance
feed; you need a person, not
footage or sirens.

Your Business
Is Safe With Us!
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Our operators actively monitor your site. With our
premier technology your camera feed is processed
through our command center, reporting all
suspicious movement. This prompts an alert to our
team along with live images sent to our security
control center, allowing our trained security
professionals to assess the situation and take
proper action in real-time. These actions can
include sounding an alarm, summoning the
authorities, and speaking directly to those on site
via integrated audio functionality.

BENEFITS OF REMOTE VIDEO MONITORING BY
VISION DETECTION SYSTEMS
Cut Expenses
By having full-time monitoring across your entire premises, you can
reduce the number of physical guards required to monitor and
secure your property around the clock, and you can multiply this
amount by the number of shifts in 24 hours.
Fully Vetted and Trained Staff
No longer do you have to train new staff. Our staff is fully vetted and
trained continnually to ensure that we stay up to date on all the latest
in both security and technology.

WE CAN PLOT SECURITY DEVICES
AND FACILITY MAPS ON OUR MAP
INTERFACE.

True 24/7 Coverage
With our team there is no down time and no days off. No matter the
circumstances, we have you covered.
Instant Response and Proper Coordination of Remote Events
Eyes on your entire property at all times means both faster and more
accurate responses to any crisis. Our surveillance personal can have
a live view of the video feed from your devices a and also of facility
maps; we can map every oor plan and plot the security device of an
organization on a map interface, providing our remote operators
immediate situational awareness of the facility. This provides us with
the ability to not only quickly respond but also to coordinate remote
events properly.
US Based
Vision Detection Systems is located in Baltimore, Maryland.
Your Data is Properly Protected
Vision Detection Systems stores video footage on its own servers,
not in the cloud. Our infrastructure and all its applications were
created with the inclusion of the most rigorous industry-standard
security measures. The software that we use for monitoring is UL
Certi ed in the USA, BS8418 in Europe, and compliant with the most
demanding corporate standards for IT and Networking security.

ASK YOUR DEALER ABOUT OUR MOBILE SURVEILLANCE
TRAILERS OR WALL MOUNTED UNITS:

Tel 410-401-1986
info@visiondetectionsystems.com
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SOLAR POWERED & WIRELESS 4G CONNECTIVITY

www.visiondetectionsystems.com

